The journey so far...

Now in its second year, the York Cultural Values have taken us on a vital journey. You can follow the journey below and catch up on areas you’ve missed. Our journey will continue to grow over time.

- **December**
  Network members vote on a number of ideas to develop through working groups in 2020 including cultural values and creative hubs.

- **February**
  Working Groups form and explore the undertaking of a cultural values assessment for the network.

- **May**
  Pre-survey launched to get a sense of how people are feeling, particularly with the pandemic.

- **August**
  York Cultural Values Survey launched.

- **September**
  Over several months the Working Group did initial sense-making around the results.

- **November**
  Results were presented at multiple events with an idea share on how to move forward.

- **January**
  The Working Group and Art of Hosting facilitation begin designing the sense-making process.

- **February**
  The working group invites York based design agency Dogeatcog to support with communications.

- **March**
  Sense-making invitation and facilitation process begins.

- **April**
  The York Cultural Values sense-making stage one begins exploring the personal values of ‘caring’, ‘compassion’ and ‘making a difference’.

- **May**
  Stage two of the sense-making sessions begins.

- **July**
  Stage three sense-making workshops will be an appreciative space where focus is placed on action planning.

- **September**
  Stage four will explore how we join the dots of our learning.

- **November**
  Results were presented at multiple events with an idea share on how to move forward.